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**Abstract:**

Much has been written about combat stress, and the possible levels of casualties that such stress may produce. One of the most effective ways of reducing combat stress is to maintain a high level of cohesion and morale. Commanders need ways to assess the status of their units in these areas. There have been a variety of programs developed to manage stress; their application to the military setting is discussed.

The objectives of this study were: 1) Conduct a literature search to...
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determine the relevant reports and articles on stress in light of recent operational experiences. (2) Conduct a workshop to assess those lessons learned. (3) Consult with units engaged in combat training missions. (4) Provide the AMEDD with information which would permit more effective training and organization for the prevention and treatment of operational stress casualties.

A list of references on operational stress was developed. The Fourth Workshop on Combat Stress was conducted to identify the lessons learned. There are a number of important lessons which can be derived from the descriptions of the operational stresses in the recent operational experiences described in detail in this report. Consultations with Forts Carson and Hood revealed that the survey instruments used in these studies have acceptable psychometric properties. Actions appropriate to the pre-development, deployment, and post-deployment phases of operations are described.

Future efforts should focus on: (1) The validation of cohesion measures against objective measures of unit performance. (2) Combat stress training packages which provide for battle stress casualty play have been developed, and need full scale evaluation of their effectiveness and acceptability as training vehicles. An Executive Summary is available as Part A.
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Much has been written about combat stress, and the possible levels of casualties that such stress may produce in combat. Commanders need to be reminded of the threat which combat stress represents to the effectiveness of their troops, and of the most efficient ways of avoiding stress casualties and of dealing with the ones that do occur. One of the most effective ways of reducing combat stress is to maintain a high level of cohesion and morale. Thus, commanders also need ways to assess the status of their units in these areas.

There have been a variety of programs developed to help manage stress. At the Psychology in the Department of Defense Symposium (1982), a session on stress management documented the variety of civilian and military efforts in stress management (Swiney, 1982). Stress programs may focus on individual responses, group responses, organizational responses, situational factors, or some combination of these factors. The Army program was developed in response to repeated requests for information on how to develop training programs for the management of combat stress reactions. To date, three workshops have been conducted.

The first Users' Workshop on Combat Stress, conducted in 1981, attempted to address the needs of the mental health care providers in several key Army units, including the 82nd Airborne Division, the 101 Airborne Division (Air Assault), the 2nd Armor Division, and the 1st Cavalry Division. These needs included: (1) presenting authoritative information on current threat estimates, concepts on countering and defeating the threat, and casualty estimates; (2) discussing the projected tasks and
functions of line and health care personnel who will identify, refer, treat, and/or prevent combat stress casualties; and (3) setting goals, establishing methodologies to achieve these goals, and deciding upon means for evaluating goal attainment.

Participants from combat units were asked to bring and to describe whatever training programs, handouts, packets, or written ideas they had for training soldiers, leaders, medical and mental health personnel. The mental health staffs were to be prepared to: identify their unique training needs, commit themselves to developing and conducting their own training programs, evaluating their own programs, and sharing the results of their programs with the other workshop participants.

Task groups were formed and were instructed to define their goals, to decide how to reach them, and to determine how to evaluate their progress towards achieving these goals. Most of the group goals focused on establishing training programs and reorganizing resources to achieve the maximum training effect.

A training program developed for the Community Mental Health Activity at Fort Knox, KY entitled Project COPE (Combat Operations and Psychiatric Effectiveness) was run for the workshop participants. The three task groups were required to role play medical personnel at battalion aid stations. Participants were required to triage psychiatric and medical casualties presented in the form of simulated field medical cards, to provide effective interventions for the simulated stress casualties, to maintain effective radio communications, and to cope with a series of increasingly stressful situations. Evaluators provided feedback to participants as to the
effectiveness of their treatments and dispositions. At the conclusion of the exercise, the participants processed their experiences, insights, and feelings, in order to develop a more effective training program.

Participants were asked to work towards achieving the goals of their task groups. A network of resources had been established. Contributions from the participants were collected, edited, and assembled into a proceedings volume which was sent to each participant (Mangelsdorff and Furukawa, 1981). The collected proceedings were intended to serve as a reference resource, to encourage commitment to dissemination of this information, and as a reminder of the goals and outputs of the workshop. It became clear that additional workshops would be needed to reach other units. Thus, a second workshop on combat stress was organized.

The Second Users' Workshop on Combat Stress, held in 1982, brought together both line officers with command or training responsibilities and mental health officers. Participants were asked to exchange their own training materials. The diversity of participants allowed for modifications in the form and type of presentations. Task groups were formed. Each group was asked to assess the needs of the group members in terms of concerns, problems, or issues related to combat stress. Solutions for these needs were to be developed. Organizational Effectiveness consultants were used to facilitate the task group process. The most common themes were: development and presentation of an effective combat stress training program, determination of the
target audience for such programs, and determining where such programs were needed. Participants were tasked with returning to their respective units and posts to work on developing effective combat stress training programs. As in the First Users' Workshop, contributions from the participants were assembled into a proceedings volume (Mangelsdorff and Furukawa, 1982). The proceedings were sent to all participants in both workshops. The intent was to remind participants of their commitments and to enlarge the network of individuals working on the problems of combat stress.

The Third Users' Workshop on Combat Stress, held in 1983, was devoted to unit cohesion, a crucial determinant of both individual and unit psychological readiness. Representatives of the 4th Infantry Division, the Walter Reed Army Institute of Research, the Soldier Support Center, the Army Research Institute for the Behavioral and Social Sciences, the 9th Infantry Division, the 82nd Airborne Division, the Academy of Health Sciences, and the Israeli Defense Force met to discuss their ongoing activities with respect to the assessment and development of unit cohesion. The participants were tasked to: define the elements of cohesion, determine what commanders need to know about the cohesiveness of their units, identify the indicators and/or crucial aspects of unit cohesion, determine how best to provide feedback to commanders about the cohesiveness of their units, and to develop suggestions to assist in the development of unit cohesion.
Groups were formed to address these tasks. Facilitators from the Health Care Studies and Clinical Investigation Activity assisted in the group process. The results from the individual groups were presented to all of the participants for further discussion and reflection. The definitions of unit cohesion, and the many instruments available to meet these definitions suggested that unit cohesion is a multi-faceted entity. As in the previous workshops, contributions from participants were assembled into a proceedings (Mangelsdorff, King, and O'Brien, 1983). These proceedings were distributed to all participants for further consideration.

**Objectives**

The objectives of this study were to:

1. Conduct a literature search to determine the relevant reports and articles on stress casualties in light of recent operational experiences.

2. Conduct a workshop to assess those lessons which can be learned as a result of recent operational experiences.

3. Consult with units engaged in combat training missions.

4. Based on recent operational experiences, provide the AMEDD with information which would permit more effective training and organization of mental health resources for the prevention and treatment of operational stress casualties.

**Methods**

It was apparent that another workshop would be required to focus on the lessons learned from the recent Israeli, British, and American operational experiences. This effort was preceded by a literature review which entailed collecting papers and
presentations made in a variety of settings. The Fourth Workshop on Combat Stress (Mangelsdorff, King, and O'Brien, 1984), to be discussed below, brought together participants from the Academy of Health Sciences, Health Services Command, the British Royal Navy, the Israeli Defense Forces, the Walter Reed Army Institute of Research, the 82nd Airborne Division, and a variety of other units. The participants considered the lessons related to combat stress to be learned from the Israeli experiences, to include those in Lebanon, from the British operations in the Falklands, and from the American experiences in Grenada, Central America, and at the National Training Center. In addition to the literature review and the workshop, consultations with units at Forts Carson and Hood were undertaken. The intent of these consultations was to assess the issues and concerns affecting cohesion and morale of units deploying from their posts to engage in combat training missions. Feedback was provided to the units in the form of consultation reports.

Findings and Conclusions

1. The bibliography developed as a result of the literature review is contained in Annex A. This list was developed during the Fourth Workshop on Combat Stress.

2. A workshop was conducted to identify the lessons learned from recent operational experiences. This was the Fourth Workshop on Combat Stress. In order to document stress occurring during training, peace keeping, and actual combat, the term operational stress will be used in this discussion. There are a number of important lessons which can be derived from the
descriptions of the operational stresses inherent in the recent operational experiences described in those Proceedings. These lessons are:

A. It is crucial to train both medical and line personnel at all levels to recognize and deal with operational stress before a mobilization. In order to accomplish this goal, realistic operational stress casualty play must be included in field exercises. The tendency has been to forget the lessons learned about operational stress in the intervals between deployments. Operational stress can occur even in normal training deployments. The physical symptoms of operational stress may include tachycardia, palpitations, urinary and fecal retention or incontinence, hot and cold sweats, muscle tremors, nausea, and vomiting. The behavioral symptoms of operational stress may extend from anxiety, exaggerated startle reactions, sleep disturbances, mild despondency, affective flattening and cognitive slowing, and conversion reactions through extremes of aggression, depression, or other functional disorganization. All of these symptoms are more fully described in the Proceedings of the Fourth Workshop on Combat Stress.

B. Mental health personnel must establish liaison with line units before a deployment in order to assist in developing an appreciation of the relevant issues. These liaisons must include training and interacting with the units in order to develop credibility. Ideally, the mental health personnel who deal with a unit should be dedicated to that role and clearly identified ahead of time to all parties concerned.
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Recommendations

It is clear that the lessons learned from recent operational experiences must be vigorously applied. However, further study of these matters must be pursued. Areas in need of additional work at this time include:

A. The validation of cohesion measures against objective measures of unit performance for a wider variety of unit types is needed. Existing cohesion instruments should be administered to selected active and reserve component units both before and after participation in scheduled training exercises. Independent measures of unit performance, to include ARTEP scores, should be obtained. The ability of the instruments to predict the level of unit performance should be assessed through these independent measures. The effects of training experiences on unit cohesion, to include the effects of a poor performance on an exercise, should be determined through pre- and post-training surveys. This validation is essential to the effective employment of cohesion measures in the total Army.

B. Combat stress training packages which provide for battle stress casualty play in field exercises have been developed. These packages have been subjected to informal testing, but there is a need for full scale evaluation of the effectiveness and acceptability of the packages as training vehicles within combat, combat support, and combat service support units.
In order to efficiently utilize the available mental health resources, the debriefing sessions will again be conducted with unit-oriented groups. Many of the troops will need to reconstruct their experiences with the others present. In conducting these sessions it is important to insure that the medical and mental health staff who supported the operation are also debriefed. Media and public reactions will require particular attention in the case of combat operations.

During or upon return to the garrison, it will be important to follow-up all identified operational stress casualties in order to insure that both the service member and the service member's family are receiving appropriate interventions. Family interventions may also be required for some troops who were not identified as operational stress casualties during a deployment. These families might best be identified through a family support network.

At this point, it is also necessary to assess the morale, vertical, and horizontal cohesion of the maneuver and support units involved in the deployment. This should be accomplished through the use of same standardized survey instruments administered during the pre-deployment phase. These results should be incorporated into a vigorous program of command consultation to prepare for subsequent operations.
conventionally wounded casualties will also be operational stress casualties.

Interventions with units will involve group interviews. These will be ventilation sessions which will allow troops to share experiences. They will also permit the informal assessment of unit mental health status and will provide the opportunity to identify non-obvious cases of operational stress. In the course of these interventions, it will be particularly important to closely observe personnel in leadership positions and other crucial individuals for signs of operational stress, and to take appropriate action.

The mental health personnel will also need to provide an ongoing series of consultations to the supported units to assist them in dealing with unique aspects of the operational environment. These consultations will emphasize the importance of sleep, water, and food discipline; they will also assist in dealing with the build-up of feelings of isolation, danger, and fatigue. Recent experiences suggest that commanders may require advice as to the impact of media activities on their troops.

The post-deployment actions of mental health personnel will involve debriefing as many of the deployed and supporting personnel as possible, following up on operational stress casualties, performing assessments of unit status, and preparing for subsequent deployments through a vigorous program of command consultations.
develop faith in their equipment and procedures. The training of these two groups must be integrated to allow the maneuver troops to develop faith in their supporting units. The support troops seem to be a population particularly at risk for operational stress and will need particular attention during this phase.

The final pre-deployment action is to implement an ongoing program of unit mental health, cohesion, and morale assessment as part of a command consultation program. These efforts will provide a basis for decisions on preventive programs.

During the deployment phase of an operation, the mental health personnel will watch for symptoms, conduct individual and group interventions, and provide ongoing command consultations to the supported units. These actions will reflect an emphasis on preventing operational stress casualties and on encouraging a rapid return to duty when operational stress casualties do occur.

The symptoms of operational stress have been adequately listed in other sources (Mangelsdorff and Furukawa, 1981; Mangelsdorff and Furukawa, 1982). The major ones are neurotic and psychotic behavior, and behavior which is maladaptive in a military setting; e.g., disobedience, excessive or inappropriate use of drugs or alcohol, exhaustion, and burnout.

In dealing with individual operational stress casualties, the forward-oriented treatment principles of PIE/IMPRESS, described in Mangelsdorff, King, and O'Brien (1984) must be followed. All efforts must emphasize the expectation of return to duty. In order to efficiently use the available mental health resources, therapeutic interventions will, for the most part, be conducted in groups. It must be emphasized that many
reactions of troops. Both the medical and the line hierarchies must be convinced of the value of post-operational debriefings ahead of time. They must be disabused of the notion that the "They've suffered enough, leave them alone" attitude is in the best interest of the troops. The complete coordination within and between the line, medical treatment, evacuation, administration, and communications chains must be accomplished before an operation begins. As treatment will, of necessity be forward oriented, this will necessitate abandoning the "medical center" model of care for operational stress casualties. The relationship with the line commanders must be established prior to deployment. Mental health personnel will only be successful with the supported units if they have established an atmosphere of trust with these units down at all organizational levels. The supported units must be encouraged to conduct realistic training using the levels of equipment and supplies which would be taken on a deployment, in order to develop their psychological readiness for combat conditions.

Establishing and maintaining appropriate levels of unit morale, vertical, and horizontal cohesion must be done ahead of time. This is clearly a function of the chain of command, but mental health personnel can have an impact through command consultations. Personnel turbulence can make the development of cohesion particularly difficult, as this turbulence seriously impedes unit bonding and the flow of knowledge from the experienced troops to the newer soldiers. Troops in maneuver and support units need to train in a realistic fashion in order to
The pre-deployment actions to control operational stress must emphasize prevention. These actions involve supporting families, establishing a suitable organizational and training baseline, establishing and maintaining appropriate vertical cohesion and morale, and conducting pre-deployment unit status assessments.

Providing preestablished support programs to families or significant others will relieve troops' concern and reduce the initial shock of starting an operation. Appropriate actions would include establishing family support networks, providing realistic and believable evacuation or protection plans where needed, and providing for the unique needs of single troops. This type of support was crucial in Grenada and in the Sinai and would likely be vital in the event of a European mobilization. Support programs will not compromise the security of an operation if they are properly supervised and conducted as routine ongoing activities.

A suitable organization and training baseline is also important. It must be recognized that present and anticipated mental health resources will be very limited, and must be effectively used. Any changes in the organization of the field mental health delivery system must insure that the mental health personnel are thoroughly identified with the supported unit, and that they have established credibility with that unit. Liaison with the chaplains must also be established. Mental health personnel will need to insure that both medical and non-medical personnel receive suitable training in identifying and dealing with all aspects of operational stress, including the grief
operation, and they are now witnessing a number of delayed stress reactions. In both the Grenada and in the Falklands operations, the mental health assets were not deployed with the troops, but were held back. There is reason to believe that this action raised the level of operational stress casualties in these operations.

I. The final, and perhaps most crucial lesson from these experiences is that the level of operational stress can be dramatically reduced if troops know that their families and property at home are being looked after. Such efforts as family outreach or support programs, information efforts, and support groups can be crucial. Single troops also have concerns about family, friends, and property left behind which must also be addressed.

3. The consultations with Forts Carson (Mangelsdorff, King, and O'Brien, 1985a) and Hood (Mangelsdorff, King, and O'Brien, 1985b) revealed that the survey instruments used in these studies have acceptable psychometric properties, although further research on these instruments is needed. Examples of survey instruments are contained in Mangelsdorff, King, and O'Brien (1985c).

4. In order to be of use, however, these lessons must be applied. The remainder of this discussion will describe pre-deployment actions, deployment phase actions, and post-deployment actions which can be taken to control operational stress.
ventilation of feelings, analyses of expectations, discussions of future goals, and evaluations of the individual and collective results of the experience. The shock of participation in a stressful operation may be similar to that seen in more common forms of disaster, and can be expected to produce similar effects.

G. Commanders are in need of specific information and advice if they are to minimize the effects of operational stress within their units. These items of information and advice include: emphasizing the importance of realistic training for the specific mission; stressing the maintenance of sleep, food, and water discipline for all troops and leaders; recognizing that troops are not always busy when leaders are busy, and planning accordingly; and recognizing that troops and leaders require realistic expectations about an operation.

H. The recent operational experiences of the American and British forces have resulted in relatively low levels of apparent operational stress casualties. The British have suggested that the number of operational stress casualties was 5 to 10 percent of the number of conventional casualties. American data from Grenada were not available for this discussion. These operations were, however, conducted using elite units from these military establishments, were popular on the home front, were of a relatively mild intensity, were of short duration, and were very successful. Even under such favorable conditions, the level of stress was much higher than casualty figures would indicate. The British suggest that their number of operational stress casualties was beginning to rise towards the end of the Falklands
prevent the spread of operational stress effects throughout a unit. Efforts which will aid in the control of operational stress include meaningful activities for the troops, information, communications home, rest and food, and realistic training. Factors which tend to mitigate against operational stress include use of elite and highly cohesive units, a short duration conflict, a low level of indirect fire, unopposed landings, thorough preparation, a low level of other casualties, and being on the attack.

E. Unit status assessments before and after an operation are essential. These assessments should include, at a minimum, assessments of unit cohesion and morale. Morale appears to be a common factor relating to the ability of units to withstand operational stress across cultures, although some of the details of the relationships do differ. High levels of cohesion and morale are crucial in all operations. Unit status assessments should also tap goal ambiguity on the part of the troops in the surveyed unit. Other important areas include confidence in self, comrades, leaders, equipment, command climate and leadership, discipline, and motivation. These assessments can, and should, be accomplished in the field.

F. Post-operational debriefings, in the form of group discussions, are especially useful in dealing with operational stress. These debriefings could take place in field settings. This applies to combat, combat support, and combat service support units, to include medical and mental health units at all levels of the evacuation chain. The debriefings should include
C. Interventions should be oriented towards prevention and prompt return to duty. Military mental health professionals have developed a variety of principles for the management of operational stress casualties. Several of the most common sets of these principals are known by the acronyms: PIE, BICEPS, and IMPRESS. PIE (Rioch, 1968) stands for management in Proximity to the unit, Immediate intervention, and the Expectancy of prompt return to the unit. BICEPS (Jones, 1981) maintains that interventions should be characterized by Brevity, Immediacy, Centrality, Expectancy, Proximity, and Simplicity. IMPRESS (Stokes and Sheehan, 1984) suggests that interventions should be Immediate, Proximate to the unit, provide Reassurance, Rest, Replenishment, and Restoration, provide the Expectation of rapid return to duty, be Short, Simple, and Spartan, and be Supervised by professionally qualified personnel. These principles are clearly useful in dealing with operational stress casualties in all settings, but they have not always been employed either in training or in actual operations.

D. Particular attention must be paid to prevention in those populations especially susceptible to operational stress. These groups include support troops and the members of the chain of command. The support troops may be particularly at risk due to their relatively passive role in the face of hostile action. Personnel trained to deal with the specific stressors to be confronted on a mission are less susceptible to operational stress. It will be important to implement programs oriented towards prevention, in order to insure proper treatment for the stress casualties that do occur, and to offer strategies to
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